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During more than 50 years of Plasma Electronics development a great number of
experimental and theoretical results have been achieved. These results allow
understanding of physical processes which originate under charged particles beams
interaction with a plasma. However, one essential aspect of such interaction remains
insufficiently studied. The question is about a correlation between conditions of
microwave excitation by a beam in plasma and plasma parameters. Each of these effects,
namely the influence of plasma parameters on conditions of microwave excitation by a
beam and plasma parameters variations under the influence of propagating microwave
radiation are well known and investigated enough. However their common action under
beam-plasma instability (BPI) development were not studied systematically, although the
role of such reciprocal influence on character of these processes may be very large. The
aim of this report is a review of recent theoretical and experimental investigations of such
plasma nonlinearity in plasma-filled trawling-wave tubes. N.M.Zemlyansky and
E.A.Kornilov have done experiments in Kharkov Institute of Physics&Technology
(KhPhTI). Development of the theoretical model was started in KhPhTI (Yu.P.Bliokh,
Ya.B.Fainberg, M.G.Lyubarsky, and V.O.Podobinsky) and continues by author in
Technion. The developed theory takes into account two main reasons of the plasma
density redistribution: high frequency pressure (HFP) force which "push out" plasma from
the regions with increased microwave amplitude, or microwave discharge, which appears
in the region where amplitude is large enough. Displaced (under HFP action) or
additionally originating (under (BPD) development) plasma propagates from the
disturbance source in the form of slow plasma waves (for example, ion-sound or magneto-
sound waves), and the BPI develops in the nonhomogeneous plasma. It changes both
magnitude and longitudinal distribution of excited microwave amplitude. As a result
either new steady-state, or automodulation regime can appear. Developed theory predicts
appearance of a deep low-frequency automodulation of microwave power when the beam
current exceeds some threshold. This effect was observed experimentally and parameters
of automodulation are close to calculated ones. The ion-sound waves, which are the
reason of automodulation appearance, were also observed experimentally. It was shown
theoretically and experimentally that non-stationary self-consistent plasma density and
microwave power redistribution along the system can be the reason of microwave pulse
shortening and power limiting mechanism in plasma-filled microwave radiation sources. It
was shown also that the same mechanism leads to the stochastization of the microwave
signal. Stochastic radiation, which is obtained by plasma-filled structure use, differs
strongly by it spectral density homogeneity from stochastic radiation of analogous vacuum
devices.
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